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SOIL RESISTANCE PREDICTIONS FROM PILE DYNAMICS 

By Frank ~ausche,' Fred ~ o s e s ?  A.M. ASCE and George G. ~ o b l e , ~  M. ASCE 

T h i s  paper was originally published in the September, 1972, issue of the Journal of 
the Soil Mechanics and Foundations Division, ASCE. It is reprinted here with the 

permission of ASCE 

ABSTRACT: An sutomated prediction scheme is presented which utilizes both force 
and acceleration records measured at the pile top during driving to compute the soil 
resistanoe forces acting along the pile. The distribution of these forces i s  determined, 
and the dynamic and static resistance forces are distinguished such that a prediction 
of a theoretical static load versus penetration curve is possible. As a theoretical basis 
s t m s  wave theDry is used, derived from the gened solution of the linear one- 
dimensional wave equation. As a means of calculating the dynamic pile reqonse, a 
lumped mass pile model is devised md solved by the Newmark #-method. Wave 
thmry is dso employed to develop a simple method for computing static bearing 
capacity ftom acceleration and force measurements. Twenty- four pile tests are 
reported, I4 of them with special instrumentation, i-e., strain gages along the pile 
below grade. The piles tested were of 12-in. (30-cm) diameter siee.1 pipe with lengths 
ranging from 33 ft. to 83 ft. (10 m to 25 m). 

Observations made during impact driving are widely used to predict the static 
bearing capacity of  piles. The results often do not agree with static load tests due to a 
lack of knowledge of hammer energy, cushion characteristics, set per bIow and other 
factors. Recent developments in electronics have made it possible to make accurate 
records of force and acceleration at the pile top during impact driving. Such record& 
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which last only a matter of milliseconds, will be used herein to predict soil resistance 
effects on the pile. Previous work done on this project by a group at Case Western 
Reserve University qmted the use of force and acceleration recards in a simplified 
model to predict static bewing capacity (4, 5, 6, 11). T h m  results were based on 
impact records which were taken after a setup period so that strength changes due to 
soil remolding or porewater pressure dissipation were included. 

The present work extends the application of the fwce and acceleration records to 
the cddation of the diskibu~on of soil resistance along the pile. It also shows how 
the records are used to predict the magnitude of dynamic resistance that the soil 
applies to the pile, an important fbtor in choosing efficient hammer characteristics. A 
method for obtaining a more accurate simplified prediction of total static bearing 
capacity is dso presented. It should be emphasized that the aforementioned 
predictions are dl made &om measurements at the pile top only. The work is 
correIated by presentation of mults for 24 pile tests which include construction static 
load tests as we11 as specially instnrmented load test pila. 

The application of these results can have considerable impact on foundation costs. 
Static load tests are very cclstIy and time mnsuming. In Ohio a single t a t  on a sewice 
pile using tension reaction piles (also service piles) typically wsts $3,000 to $5,000. 
This static test -provides much useful information about the particular pile which was 
tested. However, due to variability of soil properties the information may be of less 
vaIue for other piles in the structure. This is reflected in the large factors of safety 
mrnmonly used for piles. The proposed dynamic measurements methods can be 
applied to a substantial number of service piles at lesg than the cost of a single static 
load test. 

The dynamic analysis herein differs h r n  the general dynamics problem in which 
either the boundary force or acceleration record is given as input and the other record 
calculated as output. In the p e n t  dynamic analysis, both force and acceleration are 
shown and thus one of tbe two records can be viewed as redundant information. The 
second record is, therefore, d in the present analysis to give information on pile 
resistance effects; e.g., in the absence of soil resistance, the acceleration at the pile top 
completely determines the force at the top from Newton's and Rwke's laws. The 
presence of resistance dong the pile and at the pile tip affects the force at the top in a 
precise and predictable manner and makes it possible to compute the magnitude and 
location of resistance forces along the pile. A simple soil resistance model is used, 
which mnsists of an elastoplastic shear resistance and a linear viscous damper. The 
dynamic analysis will be reviewed herein to present the basic ideas behind the work. 
The detailed mathematical expressions are given in Refs. 3 and 9. 

Details of the instrumentation have been presented previously (6). Force records 
were obtained from either strain gage transducers or gages attached directly to the 
pile. The piezoelectric a c c e l e r o m ~  used during the project have been quite 
satisfactory. Inatnunentation has been developed to the point where the necessary 
dynamic measurements can be made with an interruption of less than 30 min in the 
driving operation. 
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DYNAMIC STRESS WAVE ANALYSIS 

This section describes the solution of the one-dimmsional wave problem in an 
elastic d to determine the soil resistance forces acting on a pile during impact. The 
important fact is that measurements are available of both force and acceleration at the 
pile top during impact driving. In the usual dynamics problem where the external 
boundary conditions are known, either force or acceleration is used as input and the 
other quantity is then calculated, in a dynamic analysis, as the output. In the following 
analysis both force and acceleration records are available and used to determine the 
soil resistance characteristics as the output including static and dynamic valum. The 
static resistance distribution and the dynamic forces are determind. 

A pile under impact can be analyzed for sixes= and displacements by use of a 
lumped mass analysis. In such an analysis the pile i s  divided into dements whose 
elastic and inertial propertis are represented by springs and Iumped masses, 
respectively. Spring-mass models used in such an analysis have b m  considered by 
Smith (12) and other investigators (2, 7, 10). In the proposed method for predicting 
soil resistance distribution, it is necessary to perfonn several piIe analyses. Herein 
Smith's analysis is extended by use of a predictor-corrector numerical integration 
scheme (the so called Newmark J-methcd). It is both more accurate and more 
efficient than currently used techniques for dynamic analysis of piles (3). 

For obtaining qualitative results and an insight into the propagation of hammer 
applied forces, the analysis of a continuous elastic pile is useful. Investigations of this 
kind go back to St. Venant, and analyses by Donndl (I) and Thoshenko (13) are 
summarized and extended in Ref. 3. Results important to a pile dynamic analysis ate 
briefly stated in the folIowing without proof. A stress wave is due to a difference in 
stress between neighboring cross sections causing particle motions such that a 
balance exists between inertia forms and stresses. In a uniform u n s u p p d  elastic 
pile, the s!ress gradient will travel unchanged through the rod so that the particle 
velocity is known for a point dong the rod if it was known at same time at another 
location. The speed of wave propagation, c, depends only on the material properties 
of the rod, i-e., Young's Modulus E and mass density ?. 

When the stress wave arrives at an end, the stress gradient will be chang4 e.g, at a 
€ree end the particles wilI be subjected to much higher accelerations because no 
further material is  strained. The dynamic balance can be maintained only if another 
stress wave travels away h m  the end. At a kee end such a reflection wave will 
change the sign of the stresses. At a fixed end, where the stresses build up and no 
acceleration of partirticls is possible, the particle motion in the reflection wave wiIl be 
in the opposite direction. If a force, such as a skin fiction, is  applied at some 
intermediate point along the rod, a tension and a compression stress will be induced 
on opposite sides of the point, causing two stress waves to travel in opposite 
directions away from the force. In a uniform rod these two waves will have the same 
stress magnitudes with opposite signs. 

For the present analysis, r d s  of force and acceleration, continuous over time, are 
available. The acceleration record is u s 4  as a boundary condition at the pile top and 
the soil resistance propertiw are adjusted until the computed output force at the top 
matches the measured top force. The approach used herein is to first compute the 
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force on top of a fke pile with the velocity recard, computed by numerid integration 
h m  the acceleration, prescribed as the top boundmy condition. The difference 
between the computed eee pile force and the measured pile top force i s  the force due 
to the soil action. Thus, a resistance force versus time relation is found. 

To understand the meaning of these force difference curves, the soil effects have to 
be examined. An analogous fiee pile has measured input velocity at the top and zero 
exteanal forces along its length and bottom end. The actual pile in the ground has the 
same velocity at the top and the real force acting along its length and at the bottom 
end. Thus, the top force difference between the f i e  pile and the acrualIy measured 
solution i s  a force acting at the top of a fixed pile due to the action of the resistance 
forces. This difference will be called the measured delta curve. 
Fig. 1 shows such a delta curve for an actual pile record. Curve a is the measwed 

velocity record (multiplid by a proportiondity constant EMc, where A i s  the pile 
cross-sectionaI area) at the top determined directly from the acceleration record by 
numerical integration. Curve b shows the measured force. Curve c shows the force at 
the top associated with an assumed free pile with no resistance along its length and 
subjmted to curve a as a velocity input at the top. Curve d is the delta curve which is 
the difference between measured force b and the fwcc computed from the velocity 
record, c. Note that curves b and c are similar until some point after the impact 
reaches its maximum. The later deviation between the curves shows the soil 
mistance being reflected upwards and felt at the top of the pile. 

O A T A  SET H0. 16 
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FIG.1. Measured Force and Velocity, Proportional, Derived Free 
We Solution and Measure Delta Cuwe 
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In order to interpret the measured delta curve correctly, it is neoessary to adopt a 
soil model which links pile displacements and velocities to soil resistance forces. The 
shear strength versus deformation behavior can be represented as a first 
approximation by a straight line until at a d n  deflection-call4 quake in the pile 
dynamiw literatwethe ultimate shear resistance is reached. Thereafter the soil 
strength usually i n m a  at a rate smaller than in the beginning of the curve and can 
be neglected in dealing with relatively small dynamic displacements. For increasing 
displacements greater than the quake the sti&ass then is assumed.to be zero. The 
value of the quake has been found not to be critical for pile driving analysis (2). In 
analyzing actual pile records, it i s  always assumed that a final set was obtained d e r  
the individual hammer blow considered. This condition places an upper bound on the 
quake vdua, as the quakc must be smalla than the maximum displacement 
occurring at all points dong the pile. It was found that the displacement reached at the 
time of maximum velocity can be a good d r n a t e  (3) for the quake. Using this value 
redwes the numbm of unknowns in the soil model, as the value of the ultimate shear 
strength now desctibes the shear versus displacement behavior completely. 

Using the model of a linear damper, dynamic resistance forces will be assumed to 
be proportional to pile velocities. As in the case of a shear kstance force, a damper 
will induce waves which travel in both directions along the pile. The s-s waves due 
to dampers continually change magnitude to reflect the rapid changes in velocity 
during impact driving 
The action of a resistance force at some particular point along the pile w at the pile 

tip can be reprmtad by a mistance delta curve. T h i s  i s  defined a9 the force induced 
on a fixed pile top while the bottom end is free and only the resistance force under 
investigation acts along the pile. It includes both the effect of the resistance wave 
moving upwards and the resistance wave moving downwards and subsequently 
reflected h m  the pile tip. In the case of a shear force, the resistance delta curve 
reach= a level value because of the assumed elastoplastic saiI resistance model. 
Consequently, the shear resistance is seen at the top as a constant value until the 
effect of stress reversal is felt, making it possible to compute both its mguitude and 
location along the pile. The magnitude of resistmw is  determined from the force felt 
at the top and the Iocation of resistance from the time after impact required for the 
wave to reach the top. For the case of a shear resistance force acting at the pile tip, the 
resistance delta curve is shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed that at time W c  (the time 
required for the stress wave to travel the length of the pile and return) after the 
maximum velocity due to the reflections, the value of the resistance delta curve 
becomes twice the ultimate shear resistance force (in this case 2 x 44.0 kips = 2 x 196 
IrN). Rg. 2 shows a resistance delta curve for a darnper at the toe. Note that the shear 
resistanoe effect maintains a constant value while the damper resistance e M  drops 
off quickly due to the decrease in the velocity. This important differenoe permits the 
two types of soil resistance forcm to be distinguished. 
The measured delta curve considered previousIy represents the superposition of 

resistance delta curves for all soil forces acting at various locations along the pile. 
Because each soil resistance force takes a longer time to reach the top at increasingly 
lower depths along the pile, mch Ievel of resistance can be isolated separately. Thuq 
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DATA SET NO. 16 

FIG. 2. Measwed Force and Velocity (Proportlmrrl); (4 Resistance Delta 
m e  for Shear at Bottom (44 kip = 196 IrN); Ib) Rdshuce Delta Curve 

for Damper at bottom (4 = 02 W c )  

h m  the d y  time +on of the =ed delta m e ,  predictions ahmt the 
locations and ma@t&a of mistmce forces can be d. The separation of soit 
damping from shear resistance effec&s is made from the latter part of the record whsre 
the shear forca remain on and the damping forces drop off as described previou~1y- 

This idea of the delta curves has been used to develq an automated routine for 
pdctjnghthshearmd d ~ c ~ c e f o ~  actingonthepileskindpile 
tip during the first period after hammer imp- The cons iddons  of s t m a  waves 
due to resistance forces i n d i d  that fhm the early portion of tbe measured delta 
curve coduirms muld be drawn on the location of mistaace hca and that from 
the variation of the delta curve a criterion could be derived for separatmg d h e  
hm s h m  miishum forcts. As it was not pasiblc, with the soil model useii, to 
obtain criteria whid would c l d y  indicate Imtions of dynamic forces, d 
damping force distributions along the pile are lied a d  then a lkal selection made 
b a d  on the b& possible o v d l  match between predicted and measuPad fom plots. 
h a ~ ~ ~ t h e d y n a m i c f o r c e s m c o n ~ t e d a t t b e b o t t o m d o f ~ e ~ p i l e . h  

assumed magnitude of the dynamic forces can be found from the simplified n d e h  to 
be and* subsequently. A &stance delta curve due to this dampea is computed 
and sublnckd h m  the m e d  delta giving a redwed function which reflects only 
?he effects of shar resistance hm%. Because resistance forces located nar the top 
show their full &eci at an earlier time than the h below, it is possr%le to compute 
in d o n  the magnitude of mistance. form along the pile. 

The procedure is repeated itmtively to eliminate errws that d t  from neglecting 
interactive e&ck of resistance force. For finding errors, the pdicted mistance 
values are placed at corresponding dements of a I+ mass pile mcnid and a 
dynamic analysis is performed which produces a new predicted top force. The 
difference between the rnwmed force and this prediction is a new delta curve that 
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indicates the errors in the predicted resistance force distribution and provides a basis 
for determining corrections. The process is repeated until the match cannot be further 
improved. Resulting matches between m w e d  and predicted force records will be 
illuh-ated. 

Other analyses are also used, with the dynamic forces uniformly distribution along 
the pile or apportioned between skin and toe, with little change in predicted c@ty 
but differences in top force matches. Subsequently, a final prediction is computed by 
minimizing a least square integral of the final deIta curves. This can be accomplished 
by linear combination of the three individual sets of results and leads to a damping 
and shear resistance distribution with the best possible match. 

The preceding method of dynamically analyzing a pile using measured in-put 
quantitia has limitations which should be mentioned. First, and most impartant, It 
was found h m  acceleration and force rewrds taken at the pile bottom (3) that the 
soil model only approximates the soil behavior. Cohesive soils showed a 1- 
satisfactory agreement than cohesionless soils. Second, the method requires that the 
hammer impact produces a stress wave with a short rise time. If, as an e x m e  
example, the loading were of  a static name, then no distinction between locations of 
mistance forces were possible. Finally, it is not possible to predict the distribution of 
damping and static resistance forces independently. For this reason the method was 
designed to optimize the match between measured and computed pile top force. This 
qproach migbt fail where large damping is encuunterd because of the limitations of 
the soil model. To introduce another soil model could improve the method. Work is  
currmtl y being done in this area. 

SlMPEIFIED METHODS 

These methods also use the force and acceleration records and have been 
incorporated by the Ohio Dep-mt of Highways for use in special purpose field 
computers for construction control during driving (4,5). The first method, denoted as 
Phase 1, is based on a rigid body pile model and, in order to eliminate damping 
effects, on equilibrium at the instant when the pile velocity is zero. In this case the 
static resistance & is given by 

in which to  = the time of zero velocity at the pile top; M = pile mass; F(to) the top 
force at time to; and #(to) = the top acceleration at time to. 
Because of the oscilIations of tbe force and acceleration records in the 

neighborhood of to, due primarily to pilehammer interaction, the results of Phase I 
have exhibited considerable scatter. To improve the predictions, a Phase 11 method 
was proposed (6) which eliminated the oscillation effect of the acceleration by taking 
average values. This gives the static bearing capacity as 
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Usually g, is taken as the time of maximum foroe and t~ is set equal to to the time of 
zero velocity. 
The Phase II method has been improved upon recently by use of the dynamic 

traveIing wave analysis and leads to the following result denoted as Phase na (3):  

F ( f , ) + F  t, + - - 
%= 

( y)  M J ~ + { ~ L { C ,  

- ii- I,, a(t) dt 
2 

In other words the best averaging scheme h m  a theoretical point of view i s  that 
which takes averages over a time equal to the period of oscillation, W c .  To eliminate 
BS much as possible the dynamic viswus eficts, tt i s  set equal to to, in Eq. 3. A 
modification of this choice of tl must be employed in cases where the velocity reaches 
no d u e  within tbe d y z e d  raid (Pila with low capacity reach zero velocity 
often only a long time after impact). Such modifications are reparted in Rd. 3. The 
cornpison of the simplified P h  I, I1 slnd LIa with the more exact traveling wave 
solution is w t e d  and analyzed in the folIowing. 

CORRELATION PROCEDURE 

Bxperjmmtal data werc obtained h m  both specially instrumented and construction 
load t& piles. Complete sets of data were available for analysis from 24 tests. A 
d e p t i o n  of the piles is given in Table 1. 

Several d t s  can be predicoed from a single data set when applying the methods 
reviewed previously. These predictions are summarized as follows: (1) Static b&ng 
cqacity; (2) shear mi- distribution along the pate; and (3) pile top force during 
static loading vasus pile penetration. 
The latter itan is predicted by using the shear rakbn~e forces dong the pile in a 

static Ioad-displacement andysis and the assumed elastoplastic soil model. Such an 
analysis produces a pile top force vmms displacement relation which can be 
compared with the same w e  from the actual field load test. 

Load vmus deflection curves obtained in a static load test often show increasing 
&-en@ values wif3 pile top deflections much larger than those which are reached 
under a hammer blow. Thus, the prediction of static bearing capacity fr-rrm dynarmc 
rneasumuents must be related to displacements of the pile achlalIy expien& under 
the blow. A question arises, thereforq as to the vdue with which to compare the 
predidbearing W t y d  

Using data set No. 3 as an example, this q h o n  will now be examined. Wave 
analysis was rtppIied to this data set et andboth damping and shear resistance forces 
were predicted. The predicted shear resimce diskibution was then used for a static 
analpis. l'he load versus penetration (LP) curve resulting from this analysis and the 
cmmpondiug w e  messlnred in the field static load tat  are both plotted in Fig. 3@). 
Both LP curva show similar behavior up to a point where the predicted bad m e  
d m  its ultimate capacity. The meamred LP curve, however, shows M e r  
&eagth increase without an indication that an ultimate bearing capacity i s  reached. 



TABLE 1.-Description of Test Wes 

Area, A, in 
square inches 

Length, L, (Below 
Accelerometer) in 

feet 
Hammer 

Data 
set 

number 
Pile name 

Date 
Driven Statically 

Tested 
Dynamicall 

y tested 
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FIG. 3. Data Set No. 3: (a} Comparison between Measured and Predicted 
Pile Top Force and Measured W e  Top Velocity; (b) Comparison between 

Measured and Predicted Static Load Versus Penetration Cuwe 

In a static test, a load is  applied on top of the pile which cumpresses both the pile 
and the soil. The elastic pile deformations were relatively large for the pi l s  
encountered in this study. (The pile of the data set No. 3, for example, compresses 
0.52 in. = 1.32 crn unda a uniform load of 1 0  kips = 445 kN). Because of pile 
elastic deformations, the pile tip moves less than the pile top and during a static load 
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test the pile tip will usually be the last point dong the pile to w c h  the quake 
penetration. If the assumed static elastoplaHstic soil mistance law were valid, then the 
ultimate mpacity would be reached at that pile top penetration d n g  when the tip 
reaches the quake displacement. This is the case only for the assumed soil model; but 
in reality, the soil raistance forces frequently increase even after the quake 
penetration is exceeded, although at a smaller rate. Then a higher dynamic 
penekdon will produce a higher shear resistance. Because the pile penetrations 
during driving are usually small, the assumed elastoplastic relationhp stiU 
establishes a g o d  approximation for !he dynamic case. However, the static load test 
will not reach, at various points dong the pile, the same penetration values 
simultaneously as the dynamic load and comparison between the dynamic prediction 
and static load test cannot be exact. In order to find a reasonable comparison between 
the static load test result and the dynamic prediction, the following correlation 
scheme is, therefore, proposed: From the dynamic analysis compute the maximum 
deflection of the pile top under the hammer blow and obtain the corresponding load 
value from tbe LP curve of the field static load test. Call load Rd the bearing capacity 
at maximum dynamic deflection. The predicted capacity from dynamic measurements 
Ro will then be compared with & . For most cases, the static load penetration cprve 
has Ieveled off at the maximum dynamic deflection, and differences with other 
definitions of bearing capacity (yield, ultimate) are small. 

RESULTS 

In this section, the mults of applying wave analysis and simplifid predictions to 
d l  data sets listed in Table i are reviewed and compared with results of the static load 
test. Exceptions were data sets Nos. 1,2,4, and 12, in which the wave analysis could 
not be applied because the rise time of force and velocity was longer than 2Uc, so 
that reflection waves returned from the pile bottom &fore the maximum velocity was 
reached at the pile top. The reason for such records is probably an early combustion 
in the hammer which cushioned the blow excwsively. 

SimpI$ed Method - The results k m  three simplified methods introduced 
previouslly are listed in Cols. 5, 6 and 7 of Table 2. Usually more than one blow had 
been analyzed. The average value was listed in Table 2. 

Comparing the simpIified predictions with the pile capacity at maximum dynamic 
deflection & in Col. 3, it can be seen that Phase Ila usually gave the better 
agreement. Some of the individual piles will be subsequently analyzed in connection 
with wave anaiysis results. 

Wave Analysis - As an example, consider pile 531-76 (data set No. 3) having a 
record with the usual impact properties. Fig. 3(a) shows a plot of the top foms both 
predicted by wave analysis and measured. Also, the velocity measured at the pile top 
(used as input for the analysis) is plotted after being multiplied by M c .  Agreement 
between predicted and measured pile top force is good throughuut the time interval 
o o n s i d d .  Fig. 3@) represents the LP curves both measured and predicted. The 
fwee at the point where the maximum dynamic deflection, shown by the dotted line, 
intersects the measured LP curve is Rd. Thus, carrelation between & and Ro the 
ultimate bearing capacity predicted, is good (see also Table 2). Fig. 4 shows both a 
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FIG. 4. Soil Description and medieted Force Distribution I PiIe at 
Predicted Ultimate Capacity 

soil description and the predicted resistance force dishbution in the pile (at 
maximum dynamic deflection). 
The predicted shear resistance forces are acting at the lower pile half and are 

distributed rather uniformly. Because this pile was an actual construction pile, no 
force measurements were obtained from locations below grade. However, the blow 
oount (number of blows per unit pile penetration) gradually increaaed with depth, 
thus providing some correlation with the prediction of resistance distribution. 
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FIG. 4 Coathued 

Dynamic resistance forces predicted were small and concentrated at the pile tip. The 
magnitude of the sum o f  the maxima of all dynamic forms is listed in Table 2, Col. 
10. 

Fig. 5(a) shows the match of measured and predicted pile top force for data set No. 
10. The pile was a special test pile with additional strain gages at the pile tip and 
close to the pile center. The data were obtained after a sehlp period of 1 week after 
driving. The predicted bearing capacity RO (listed in Table 2, Col. 9), of 198 kips 
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FIG. 5. Data Set No. 10: (a) Comparison between Measured and hedkted 
We Top Force and Measured Pile Top Veloeily; (b) Cornparkon between 

Measured and Predicted Static Load versus Penetration Curve 

(880kN) is mewbat bigher than the static Ioad test d t  & = 174 kip (775 kN) 
(Table 2, Col. 3). However, & was found at a deflection where the LP is stilI steeply 
increasing so that small errom in the precading; proposed correlation technique do 
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affect the agt-eemm,t. Better agreement with measnrsd d t s  is usually obtained by 
analyzing several blows, as indicated in Table 2. Both mmwments and predictions 
(see Fig 4) indicate that & of the static resistance results from point bming The 
maximum dynamic resistance (all damping was predicted to ad mmmtrated at the 
pile tap) was approximately 25% of the total static bearing capacity (see Table 2). 
The d t s  fw another special instnmmted test pile (data set No. 16) are 

mmarized in Fip.  5 4 6. The soil was highIy wbesive, which explains why the 
maximum damping force pdictiom are approximately equal t~ the sum of the shear 
raimce forces (Table 2). Although the prediction of static beariag capacity was too 
high (119 kips vmus 75, is., 530 kN vmw 333X a clear indication of the 
i m m w  of skin friction fonm on h e  pila was found. 

Data sets Nos. 5 through 10 were o b M  at the same pile trut for d i f f m  lengths 
and both before and after a sotup period. Data sets Nos. 5 and 6 were o b a e d  when 
the pile was only 33.5 ft (10.2 m) long. During the static load test s W  
meamemcats were taken at both the top d the pile toe. The match between the 
predicted and meagured pile top fotces was poor at time 2Uc after maximum vdcdty 
and later. Agreement is good between Ro finm wave anal* rmd RB for data set No. 5 
and fair for data set No. 6. A deficiency of the predictions can be found in the 
distriition of shear resistance fom (Fig. 4). Appeatly, the wave method Med to 
predict the proper pile tip resistance force However, a shift of the predictions over 
one analyxis dement (10 elements were always used for the computations pnxated] 
i s  equivalent to a time shift of only 0.2 msec {the time neoessary for the wave to 
travel 1/10 of the pile length}. The acrracy of both the rneauements and the 
m & d  seems not to be sd6ci-t to distinguish fom acting o v a  such md 
distanm. 

Data set No. 7 was obtained after extending the aforementioned 33.54 (10.2-m) 
long pile by an additional section of 18 ft (5.5 in). Strain reads were taken at l hee 
locations dong the pile during the static load tests. The shear mistance distribution 
shows more pile tip mistance in the prediction than m the measurements. However, 
the fnct hhnrt tbe pile bad basically point bearing properties is brought out in both 
rneasment and prediction. The redts h m  analyzing data set No. 9 were very 
similer to tbose for & No. 10, which have M y  been considered. 

Piles To-50 and To-60 were two special test pilwr of 50-ft and 60-fi (15.3-m and 
18.3-m) length equipped with shah gagm for force measureaneats M o w  @e. Data 
set No. 13 was obtained immediately after driving pile To-50 and data set No. I4 
a& a setup p i a d  of 3 days. The mil was a silty clay. A low ultimate capcity of69 
kips (307 kN) was found in the load mt immediately after driving The predictions 
are good as shown in Fig. 4 and in Table 2. 

Data set No. 14 yielded a &ring txpaciiy which was too high. From Kme 
meamme& dong the pile taken during the load t a t  it was found that relatively 
lmge resistance ~OWS were acting along the skin of the pile. A e y ,  thee skin 
forces were pdicted for l d m  lower than fouud in the static load test probably 
the m d n t y  h u t  damping distribution, mentioned above, lead to this d t  The 
magnitude of the pile toe force, however, was predicted m y .  
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FXG. 6. Data Set No. 16: (a) Comparison between Measured and Predicted 
Pile Top Force and M e ~ d  We Top Velocity; (b) Comparlson between 

Measured and Predicted Static Load Versus Penetration Curve 

Data sets Nos. 15 and 16 were obtained h m  the second special test pile at the same 
site as the pile just reviewed The pile was I-, however, its ultimate b e  
capacity was d e r  than for the shorter pile. Very similar obmrttim as in Nos. 13 
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and 14 can be made on the results of  both data sets. (Table 2 and Fig. 4). Data set No. 
16 was previously mnsidered. 

Finally, results from another special test pile are pmented. The pile was driven and 
tested in two steps. First the pile, Ri-50, was driven to a depth of 48 ft (14.6 m). 7%is 
piIe was embedded in silty and clayey soiI (Fig. 4). Later the pile was driven until a 
stiff soil layer was reached and driving became vwy bad (Ri-60). The two data sets 
(Nos. 21 and 22) for the shorter pile gave results similar ta the test piles To-SO and 
To-60 (data sets Nos. 13 through 16). The difference was that the waiting period did 
not influence the soil propertie as much as in the case of the To-piles. Again, as in 
other cases of piles in cohasive soils, relatively high dynamic and skin resistance 
forms were observed. It should be mentioned that measurements and analysis 
correctly reflected the strength gain of shear forces along the pile skin during the 
waiting period. Th~s can be seen by comparing the force distributions along the pile 
for data sets Nos. 21 and 22 in Fig. 4. 

Other results from construction piles are a h  listed in Table 2. In these cases no 
measurements had been taken along the pile, so that resistance distributions cannot be 
compared. In general, it was found that piles in granular, materials (Nos. 1 1, 17 and 
20) showed a point bearing distribution while the, two W piles (Nos. 18 and 19) were 
of the skin friction type. These two piles were driven in Ails with plasticity indexes 
in the n e i g h b r h d  of 15. 

It should be mentioned that the prediction of ultimate capacity (Table 2, Col. 6) was 
poorest for pile W-56, probably because of the cuhesiveness of the soil. The porest 
correlation between dynamic predictions and static tests on a percentage basis 
m e d  for piles having a very small capacity. Actually, such piles &e not typical of 
practice and a percentage comparison i s  perhap inappropriate. 

STATISTICAL INVESTIGATION ON BEARING CAPACITY 
PREDICTIONS 

A brief statistical investigation of the Phase IIa and wave analysis mults was 
pedhned. Twenty sets of predictions are available including dl data sets which were 
analyzed by the automated prediction routine. The variety of soil conditions 
represented is a fairly repmentative statistical sample. The computations are done as 
suggested by Olson and Flaate (8) for the treatment of results fiom the energy 
formulas. Accordingly, the, measured capacity, Rd, i s  thought of as being a function 
of the predicted capacity, Ro. A best fit straight line 

is then determined for the prediction scheme by the least square method, The results 
are shown in Figs. ?(a) and 3%) for the Phase IIa and the wave analysis, respectively. 
As a measure of the variability in the predictions the variances, 

0: and 0; ,2 m md 6, are also calcdated. For illustrations, the lines 
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are plotted together with the b a t  fit lines. Table 3 lists all parameters calculated 
together with the correlation coefficient for the two methods under investigation. 
Also, the results of statistical investigations on data hrn 93 piles in sandy soils (8) 
are given for comparison. 
The best predictions resulted from the wave andysis method. This is as expected 

because the wave analysis includes both the dynamic and static portions of the 
resistance. But even the simplified method, Phase I h ,  yields a better correlation 
coefficient than any of the energy formulas. It should be observed that from the 20 
sets of data under investigation, 9 were taken on piles in cohesive soils, while the data 
in Ref. 8 were all from piles in sandy mils. Because larger differences occurred for 
cohesive soils, the present methods would yield even better accuracy if applied to 
only noncohesive soiIs. 

TABLE 3.-Stathtical Parameters for Simplified Method, Phase Ua, Wave 
Analysis and E n e w  Formulas 

Method 

(1) 
Phase IIa 
Wave Analysis 
Engineering News 
Gow 

I 1 kin = 4.45 kN I 

Hiley 
Pacific Coast 
Janbu 
Danish 
Gates 

SUMMARY 

Slope 
mfs, 

(2) 
0.99k0.15 
0.95 i 0.07 

0.33 
0.32 

The previous analysis uses dynamic force and acceleration measurements, a 
traveling wave theory, and a lumped mass analysis, in conjunction with a soil model 
regarding the relation between soil forces and pile motion. The results show the 
Ioation and magnitude of dynamic and static soil resistances forces acting on the pile 
during a hammer blow. The static sod resistance forces cornpond to those forces 
acting on the pile during static loading. Another facet of the work is the development 
of a simple m c t i o n  scheme for static bearing capacity based on wave theory. 

The field measurements of force and acceleration proved to be accurate enough for 
commonly encountered construction piles. The reoords were sufficient to predict the 
magnitude and dishbution of the soil resistance forcw as Iong as the soil model was 
adequate. Distinction of soil force types regarding their velocity or displacement 
dependency was very successfu1 for piles in sandy soiIs. For cohesive soils an 
improved soil dynamics model may be useful. 

0.92 
1.04 
0.87 
0.77 
1.81 

Intercept, 
in kips, 
b f s b  

(3) 
-19k22 
-1 1 * 10 

+74 
+74 
+I4 
+I4 
+20 

-4 
-96 

Correlation 
coefficient,? 

(4) 
0.83 
0.94 

1 0.29 
0.36 

Number of 
piles 

analyzed 
( s )  
20 
20 
93 
93 

0.72 
0.76 
0.76 
0.81 

.81 

93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
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The present method bypasses a major shortcuming of pile dynamic analyses found 
in the literature, nameIy the uncertainty of hammer input and soil parmeten. In fact, 
tbe prediction scheme can be used to give information on soil behavior. This is in 
canbast to the usual procedures of first obtaining the soil properha by laboratory 
testing and then performing the pile analysis. Also information from the analysis may 
be obtained which would indicate chacteristitics of hammer types that would be most 
efficient for driving in particular soils. This is being studied further. 

The predictions of static bearing capacity show a better melation than those 
obtained from existing methods (8, I I) .  Another important result of the studies 
presented herein was the improvement of an existing simplified prediction scheme for 
static bearing capacity. As a further step to a realistic dynamic pile testing procedure, 
the Phase IIa prediction scheme was incorporated in a special purpose computer 
which is currently being tested on actual construction piles. Additional tests on pi la  
with materials such as timber and concrete, piles of greater length and of variable 
cross section will be performed to further check the proposed methods. 

It i s  expected that the proposed method wiH reduce foundation costs. First, static 
load tests will be less frequently necessary. Probably more important will be the use 
of these analysts and predictions to reduce the rather large margins between indicated 
bearing and capacity required by design. The economic use of multiple dynamic test 
piles, perhaps in conjunction with a singIe static test pile, w i H  further add to the 
reliability of test mults. Certainly the correlation between dynamic prediction and 
static measurement on the large number of p i l a  tested cannot be ignored. 
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APPENDIX 11.-NOTATION 

The following symbols are used in this paper: 

= pile crcws-sectid area; 
= pile top amelemtion; 
= intempt of b& fit straight line (Bq. 4); 
= wave speed in pile; 
= Young% moddus of pile mat- 
= pile top force; 
= pile lengtb; 
= pile mllss; 
= slope of b t  fit stmi& liae; 
= sum of & of all damping fow; 
= measured sratic pile W t y  at maximum dyaamic deflection; 
= predicted stalk pile capacity; 
= measured ultimate static pile qmity;  
= wrrelation d c i e n t ;  
= time variable; 
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to = time of zero velocity; 
t,. b = fixed time valm; 

9 = . mass density of pile material; 
s b  = standard deviation of intercept (Eq. 5); and 
s , - standard deviation of slope (Eq. 5). 
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